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Egholm updates the Park Ranger 2150 to emission standard Stage V

At Egholm, we never compromise when it comes to future-proofing and the use of forward-looking
technology. We are therefore also introducing Park Ranger 2150 with a new Stage V engine to prepare it
for the smaller and larger European cities of the future. As of today, the new Stage V will be standard on
all new Park Ranger 2150 machines.
The Stage V update leads to an improved user experience
We have focused on achieving an update which improves both the performance of the machine and the
user experience. The fact that the new 26 HP Perkins engine runs at approx. 600 fewer revolutions
compared to the previous Stage lllB engine makes the Park Ranger 2150 with the new engine more
energy efficient. The reduced number of revolutions does not affect performance - on the contrary. It
means less vibration and noise as well as an improved fuel economy. We have also optimised the
machine with a new hydrostat. All this to ensure that you get the most from your engine.
Future-proof, environmentally friendly utility machine
By using forward-looking technology, Egholm meets the most stringent emission requirements for diesel
engines. With the new Stage V engine from Perkins, the Park Ranger 2150 is now ready for the new
European emissions standard Stage V.
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One machine for performing all your outdoor work
With its flexibility and wide range of attachments, the Park Ranger 2150 is the optimum choice in
compact utility machines. With its compact dimensions and great manoeuvrability, you have easy
access to narrow spaces and areas in connection with all types of green maintenance, winter and
sweeping tasks.
All 15 dedicated attachments are carefully designed to deliver optimum performance in their specific
area. When you need to change attachments, it takes less than 4 minutes to do it - without tools and
heavy lifting. With the Park Ranger 2150, you only need one machine for all your different tasks.

About Egholm:
Egholm A/S develops, produces and markets utility machines that keep roads, parks and outdoor areas clean and inviting all year round. Built by craftsmen in
Denmark, Egholm machines are in operation in cities and parks all over the world. With special attachments developed for the machines, Egholm machines deliver
perfect results no matter the task at hand. Egholm A/S is a family-owned and family-run company with deep roots in the West of Denmark. For more information on
Egholm, please visit www.egholm.eu.
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